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Logistics
• Polling questions throughout the meeting
• Questions are very welcome, submit through chat at any time
• Breakout rooms – Encourage you to turn on audio/video when we
use breakout rooms
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Learning objectives
• Understand the attitudes of other related to ethics
• Understand laws, rules and regulations which apply to CPAs
• Understand consequences of violating the laws, rules and
regulations
• Understand and learn from current ethical violations
• Understand examples of effective and ineffective ethical leadership
• Understand benefits of ethical leadership

Ethical Attitudes
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Gallup Poll – rate honesty and ethical standards
“high” or “very high”
• Advertising practitioners vs. Labor union leaders
• Bankers vs. Lawyers
• Business executives vs. Medical doctors
• Car salespeople vs. Members of Congress
• Chiropractors vs. Nurses
• Clergy vs. Pharmacists
• College teachers vs. Police officers
• Dentists vs. Psychiatrists
• Engineers vs. Senators
• Insurance salespeople vs. State governors
• Journalists vs. Stockbrokers
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December 2019 – 1,000+ adults in the US
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Minnesota’s CPE Rules
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Overview of Minnesota CPE rules
• CPE year runs from July 1 to June 30
• Reporting is due by December 31st of each year

• Minimum of 120 hours per three-year period
• Including 8 hours of ethics

• Minimum of 20 hours in each individual year
• Records must be kept for 5 years from date of program
• Deadline was extended to Sept 30, 2020. Hours earned between
July 1 and Sept 30, 2020 may apply toward either the fiscal year
ended June 30, 2020 or June 30, 2021
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Other Minnesota CPE rules
• Minimum three-year credits by type
•
•
•
•

8 hours of ethics (either regulatory or behavioral)
60 technical credits
24 credits from group live or group internet based (or blended learning programs)
72 credits from BOA approved sponsors

• Maximum three-year credits by type
• 60 hours of teaching
• 60 hours of writing

• Self-study - Must come from program sponsors who are listed on the
NASBA Registry of CPE Sponsors

Fields of study

Minimum of 60 hours

Technical
Accounting / Governmental accounting

Non-Technical
Behavioral ethics

Auditing / Governmental auditing

Business management and organization

Business law

Communications and marketing

Economics

Computer software and applications

Finance

Personal development

Information technology

Personnel/human resources

Management services

Production

Regulatory ethics
Specialized knowledge
Statistics
Taxes
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Trends in Enforcement
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Trends in Enforcement - MN Board of
Accountancy
• Over 400 enforcement actions in 2020
• Most common - Failure to renew CPA license / CPE failures
• Also, audit deficiencies, performing audits without a firm
permit, PCAOB violations
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Example of CPE violation
• Individual was a CPA since 1980
• In June 2019, CPE audited for 3-year period ended June 30, 2018
• Short 1 hour (ethics) in FYE 2016
• Short 39 hours (4 ethics) in FYE 2017
• Short 44 hours (3 ethics) in FYE 2018
• CPA certificate expired, did not maintain CPE documentation
• Fees of $2,775 plus $1,000 penalty = $3,775 total due

Inactive / Retired Status
• Inactive – Annual renewal. $25 fee. No CPE
• Retired – Must be 55+, certificate in good standing, not practicing
public accounting
• OR…let the BOA catch you. Usually about $600 after all
fees/penalties are applied
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Current Ethical Violations –
Embezzlement

15

Carlos Ghosn – The Good
• At the age of 47, became CEO of Nissan in 2001
• The company’s future was in doubt due to losses and huge debt
• Immediately turned the company around and won many prestigious
awards including Fortune (Asia) Magazine’s Man of the Year
• In 2009, also became CEO of Renault, which owned about 37% of
Nissan
• Only CEO on the Global Fortune 500 list twice
• Became Chairman of Mitsubishi in 2016
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Carlos Ghosn – The Bad
• November/December 2018. Arrested in Japan and dismissed from
Nissan’s board (previously had stepped down as CEO). Claims:
•
•
•
•

Underreported $80 million of deferred compensation
Personal use of company assets (big one was $18 million worth of homes)
Assigned to Nissan a loss on a personal swap contract of $16 million.
Paid himself an extra $8 million

• March 2019. Finally bailed out ($9 million) after 3 ½ months in jail.
Subject to 24-hour surveillance and facing a 99% conviction rate
• June 2019. Renault investigation indicates 11 million Euros of
questionable expenses
• September 2019. Settles with SEC - he did not report $140 million of
deferred compensation

Carlos Ghosn – The Escape in late
December of 2019
Left his home and walked to a hotel
Boarded a train to Osaka with two Americans
Left train station in Osaka and went to a hotel near an Osaka airport
The other two men left the hotel carrying two large boxes
Caught a flight to Turkey, then to Lebanon
Japan has asked for his return – but Lebanon and Japan do not have an
extradition treaty
• Two Americans have been arrested, will possibly be extradited to Japan
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GzGfNOs_pA
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Embezzlement by CPAs
James Carlson
• From 2015 – 2019, wrote 250 checks to
himself, totaling $450,000
• Police say Carlson would begin to write a
legitimate check to a vendor or caregiver. He
would save the check in the program, close it,
reopen it and then change the payee information
to himself. Then he'd print the version with his
name on it, according to the report.
• Once Carlson had printed the check, he would
cancel the changes instead of saving them, and
the check would switch back to the original
payee name.
• Arrested…Currently free on bond

CPAs and Corruption
• Brian Ganos is a long-time owner of construction
companies
• Fraudulently obtained $260M of contracts from
2004-2016.
• Contracts had been set aside for disadvantaged
businesses owned by minorities and disabled
veterans
• Profit was $10M - $15M. Used to fund lavish lifestyle

• Enormous house on Muskego Lake (with an indoor pool), a
condo for skiing in Colorado, a classic car collection and
frequent trips to casinos

• Sentenced to 6.5 years, and later an additional 2.5
years due to possession of child pornography
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Brian Ganos case – role of the CPA
• Mark Spindler (former CPA) found guilty of conspiracy to commit wire and mail
fraud
• Spindler helped Ganos form three entities with “straw owners” who met
government requirements, but entities economically owned by Ganos
• Spindler wrote multiple letters to certifying agencies that contained false
information and enabled the front companies to retain their certifications.
• Example - Spindler wrote a letter for the Department of Veterans
Administration (“VA”) that claimed a supposed owner was the highestcompensated employee of a company, when in fact, multiple company
employees were earning more than the owner
• Received $600,000 in fees over the life of the fraud
• Sentenced via Zoom to 3 month in prison and 3 years supervised release

2020 Global Business Ethics
Survey - ethics.org

22
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Impact of significant organizational
changes on observed misconduct
• Do significant changes lead to higher observed misconduct?
• First, define significant changes, 7 categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

expanded operations into new countries and/or markets
merged with another organization
acquired another organization
was acquired by another organization
experienced changes in top management
implemented layoffs, restructuring, and/or downsizing
implemented cost-cutting measures

• Question…will
COVID lead to
more
organizational
changes and thus
more
misconduct?
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Pressure/
Misconduct
• Globally, 22% of Employees
Feel Pressure to
Compromise Their
Organization’s Ethics
Standards, Policies or the
Law
• Only 13% when leaders had
a strong Commitment to
Organizational Values and
Ethical Leadership
• 25% for moderate
commitment, 49% for weak

Pressure higher at higher levels
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Discussion
• How does an organization create a culture of high expectations
without encouraging misconduct?
• How can senior leaders model good behavior to younger
employees?
• How can senior leaders manage the additional pressure they face?
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Current Ethical Violations – Payroll
Taxes and Accounting Fraud
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Comprehensive Taxpayer Attitude Survey (CTAS) 2019
• Survey of about 2,000 Americans via phone and online
• Asked a variety of questions, mainly about:
•
•
•
•
•

Cheating
Fair share
IRS enforcement
Motivations
IRS services
• Example – 58% said the IRS website is very valuable for getting advice and
information

• Tax professionals
• Example – 56% said paid tax professionals are very valuable for getting advice and
information
29

• What % said it is not at all acceptable to cheat on your income
taxes?
• What % completely or mostly agree that everyone who cheats on
their taxes should be held accountable?
• What % completely or mostly agree that it is everyone's personal
responsibility to report anyone who cheats on their taxes?
• What % say it is very important the IRS ensures high income
taxpayers are reporting and paying their taxes honestly (from 2018
survey)?
• What % say it is very important the IRS ensures low income
taxpayers are reporting and paying their taxes honestly (from 2018
survey)?
• What % said it is at least somewhat important that tax preparers be
required to meet standards of ethical behavior (from 2018 survey)?

30
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Case study
• You work as a controller for a mid-sized company
• Business has been fairly slow and lines of credits are maxed out
• As you look to cash flow projections for the coming month, you see
that you will be able to make payroll payments to employees, but
not remit withheld taxes to the government
• You feel that if you buy the company some time, it will be able to
right the ship and get caught up on payments
• What should you do? What is the risk of not making the payments?

College of New Rochelle
• Liberal arts college with 3,000
students
• 115-year history – 50,000 graduates
• Announced in February 2019 it would
be shutting down
• Sold for $32M in November 2019 to
a group known for operating nursing
care and retirement community
• How did it get to this point?
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Keith Borge
• Long time employee at the college. Was
controller from 2014 – 2016.
• Withheld income and payroll taxes from
employees - Federal law requires payment
within 1 week
• From Q3 of 2014 through Q2 of 2016, failed
to pay $20m of tax withholdings to federal
and state governments

Keith Borge
• June 30, 2015 financials showed net assets of $25M when they
should have been close to zero
• $11M of unrecorded payroll tax liabilities
• Overstated receivables by $9.2M, recognizing pledges twice
• Understated accounts payable by $1.5M, failed to record unpaid invoices
• Printed checks but did not mail them
• Employee discovered this and was fired by Borge

• Overstated investment assets by $2.2M – assets which did not exist or
which had been withdrawn

• Drew down $5M on grants for expenses not authorized by the grants
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Keith Borge
• College announced an investigation in October 2016
• President of 5 years resigned in 2016, had been a Big 4 audit senior
manager

• Keith pled guilty in March 2019 to securities fraud and failure to
pay payroll taxes
• Guidelines were 8-10 years of prison and a $300,000 fine
• August 2019 (when Keith is 63 years old) – sentenced to 3 years in
prison, 3 year supervised release, and $25,000 fine
• Released after one year in prison and moved to home confinement
– due to COVID

Defense “strategies”
• Attempted to deflect attention from himself saying a senior accountant was
recording the liabilities
• Portrayed himself as a hero, as he did not personally benefit from the financial
manipulations and his actions permitted more than 5,600 students to obtain
degrees
• Indicated he pled guilty for “the sins of others”
• "I have always had to deal with money problems. I was just trying to keep the
college going. It meant so much to me. I hoped things would get better.”
• Judge: "It's clear to me that the defendant didn't gain anything from this. Then
the question is why do it? The answer is murky, It's not easy to answer. But it's
clear that the college closed because the mountain of debt was too steep to
climb."
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IRS Criminal Investigations - Philadelphia
Field Office - Highlights
• Giuseppe “Pino” DiMeo, owner of pizzerias
• From 2008 to 2014, Paid employees about $2M in cash, without
telling his accountants
• Over $460,000 in underpaid taxes
• Sentenced to two years in prison and three years supervised
released

Pino DiMeo
• U.S. Attorney William M. McSwain: “For years, DiMeo maintained
that his businesses were barely profitable, all the while living a
lavish lifestyle bankrolled by the money he owed the IRS. His
actions reveal a deliberate disregard for the law. Today’s sentence
sends a powerful message to those who cheat the tax system: you
will not get away with it.”
• “Not only did Giuseppe DiMeo skirt his income tax obligations, he
also failed to withhold and remit, to the IRS, income taxes for his
employees,” IRS Criminal Investigation Special Agent in Chart Guy
Ficco said. “This sentence should serve as a reminder that IRS
Criminal Investigation and the Department of Justice have no
tolerance for such criminal behavior.”
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COVID-19 Fraud

Discussion
• What ethical challenges does working at home raise?
• How do you deal with these challenges?
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PPP Fraud
• CARES Act - federal law enacted on March 29, 2020
• Authorizes up to $349 billion in forgivable loans to small businesses for
job retention and certain other expenses, through the PPP.
• In April 2020, Congress authorized over $300 billion in additional PPP
funding.
• The PPP allows qualifying small-businesses and other organizations to
receive loans with a maturity of two years and an interest rate of 1%
• PPP loan proceeds must be used by businesses on payroll costs, interest
on mortgages, rent, and utilities. The PPP allows the interest and
principal to be forgiven if businesses spend the proceeds on these
expenses within 24 weeks of receipt and use at least 75% of the
forgiven amount for payroll.

PPP Fraud – Samuel Yates
• Yates allegedly sought $5.5 million in forgivable loans guaranteed
by the SBA from two different banks
• One application - Claimed to have over 400 employees earning
wages with $2 million of monthly payroll when, in fact, no
employees worked for his purported business.
• With each application, Yates submitted a list of purported
employees that he obtained from a publicly available random name
generator on the internet. He also submitted forged tax documents
with each application.
• Charged with violations of wire fraud, bank fraud, false statements
to a financial institution, and false statements to the SBA.
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PPP Fraud – Muge Ma
• Ma allegedly made fraudulent applications
for $20 million in loans from the SBA and at
least five private banks
• Claimed he employed hundreds of people at
his two businesses with monthly payrolls in
the millions. He was the only employee
• Submitted false payroll records, financial
statements, bank records and tax records.
He was granted $500,000 for one company
and $150,000 for the other from the SBA
before his scheme was uncovered.
• Ma was also awarded $800,000 by a private
bank in a loan backed by the PPP, which was
ultimately frozen.

PPP Fraud – Muge Ma – Charges and
Maximum Sentences
• One count of bank fraud – 30 years
• One count of wire fraud – 30 years
• One count of making false statements to a bank – 30 years
• Major fraud against the United States – 10 years
• Making false statements – 5 years
• Making false statements to the SBA – 2 years
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COVID-19 Scams
• List of scams as summarized by the US Department of Justice, with
help from the FBI and IRS

Healthcare Fraud – Testing and Treatment
• Fake COVID-19 test kits and unapproved treatments through
telemarketing calls, social media platforms, and door-to-door visits.
• Many scammers are promising free care to patients in order to gain
access to their personal and health insurance information,
including their dates of birth, Social Security numbers, and
financial data.
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Cryptocurrency fraud schemes - Blackmail
• Existing fraud: Threatening emails or letters in which scammers
claim to have access to your personal information or knowledge of
your “dirty secrets” and demand payment in Bitcoin to prevent
release of this information have been circulating for years.
• New fraud: Threats that the scammer will both release your
information and infect you and/or your family with coronavirus
unless payment is sent to a Bitcoin wallet.

IRS Impersonation
• Fraudulent web pages or social media-based communications
and/or receive phishing email, text messages, or other
communications which claim to be from the IRS
• Asking for sensitive personal information from taxpayers or
payments in order to receive their stimulus payments
• IRS’s first form of communication is by mail - not by phone.
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Fraudulent offers to sell masks/devices
• Often robocalls
• No intent of delivery
• Often new vendors
• The FBI advises to be on the lookout for any suspicious activity, to
include:
• Unusual payment terms
• Last-minute price changes
• Last-minute excuses for delay in shipment (e.g., claims that the equipment
was seized at port or stuck in customs)
• Unexplained source of bulk supply

Unsolicited requests for Medicare
information
• Email or call by someone claiming to be a representative from
Medicare or the Department of Health and Human Services.
• Accompanied by offers of “free” COVID-19 tests or supplies
• Scammers may use Medicare information to submit false medical
claims for unrelated, unnecessary, or fictitious services.
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Requests for donations to charities
• One form is donating to something which is scam, not a charity
• Another form is emails, texts, and social media links may claim to
be from a charity to get you to click on a link or download a file.
• It could be an attempt to infect your computer with malicious software that
could steal your personal information, including but not limited to your
credit card number or bank password.

Posting as government officials or payment
facilitators promising CARES Act stimulus
payments
• These forms of communication provide a website, a phone number,
or an email address for consumers to contact to arrange for
stimulus payments upon payment of an advanced fee or
threatening adverse consequences for failure to cooperate
• These fake sites are requesting personal info, including banking
information to deposit stimulus payments. Perpetrators then will
use this information to debit money from the consumers’ bank
accounts.
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Demands for refunds of stimulus
overpayments
• Consumers may be threatened with adverse consequences such as
fines, forfeiture, or arrest if they refuse to refund the money.
• Callers may demand payments by stored value cards, such as
iTunes, Google play, or Steam cards, or by money transmission
such as Western Union or MoneyGram.

Contact Tracing
• Clicking on the link will download software onto your device, giving
scammers access to your personal and financial information
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Ethical Leadership and Benefits
55

What do the following 21 companies have in common?
Accenture
Aflac Incorporated
Cummins Inc.
Deere & Company
Ecolab Inc
Fluor Corporation
GE
Hartford Financial Services Group
International Paper Company
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Kao Corporation

Kellogg Company
Milliken & Company
Paychex, Inc.
PepsiCo, Inc.
Premier Inc
Rockwell Automation, Inc.
Starbucks Coffee Company
Texas Instruments Inc
T-Mobile US, Inc.
Xerox Corporation
56
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• 12-14 of the past 14 years

Investment returns
• 10 year compounded annual total growth of S&P 500 Index?
• Median 10 year compounded annual growth of “ethical”
companies?
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Final tips
• Understand the rules, but also understand possible perceptions in
the absence of rules
• Discuss decisions with others
• Assume your decision will be publicized
• Focus on the long-term
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